The initial thermoelectric power of the cell Ag(T1)/(Ag + Li)N03/Ag(T2)
. Interpolated values of the thermoelectric power f0 and of the parameter W for the system (Ag+K)Cl at 800 °C. It is also possible to draw the ^-function for the ideal transport behaviour of the system (Ag + K)Cl. This function is given by the relation ^id.= -(%>V/r)(l-ZAgCl) (for °@*Ag + = 0) (5) Two investigations of the initial thermoelectric power of mixtures of silver nitrate with lithium nitrate have been reported recently 1 < 2 , which differ considerably regarding the concentration dependence. Thus, we con- many concentrations the system (Ag + K)Cl at 800 °C shows only small deviations from ideal behaviour. The deviations are more considerable for low values of XKCI • Now we point out that ideal behaviour regarding transport is obtained on the three conditions that (valid at constant temperature) 1 : a) the excess entropic terms are zero; b) the heats of transport of the single ions in the mixture are constant; c) the HITTORF transport numbers of the two cations are equal to the respective ionic fractions.
As for point a) it is interesting to observe that the comparison of state diagrams with heats of solution of solid KCl in molten AgCl led to the conclusion that for this system the mixture entropy is not too far from ideality 6 . As regards point b) no information is available. Finally, as regards point c) MURGULESCU and MARCHIDAN 7 , on the basis of diffusion potential measurements in concentration cells, reach the conclusion that the transport numbers of the two cations are proportional to the mol fractions of the corresponding salts. sider it of interest to report on our measurements which were nearly completed when the other investigations came to our knowledge.
Experimental
The same U-shaped measuring cell, made of Supremax glass, was used for several measurements. The changes in composition were obtain by adding each time a weighed amount of salt. The salt was mixed thoroughly by pressing all of it up into one arm of the cell and letting argon gas bubble through the melt. Samples from both arms were analysed chemically, and the results were in agreement with the calculated composition. Pure silver wires were used as electrodes and high grade salts were used without further purification.
The cell was placed in a salt bath kept at about 250 °C, and one arm was heated with a separate coil. At each concentration the emf was measured for five temperature differences (about 0.5 to 40 degrees) and the thermoelectric power was obtained by a least squares fit.
Results and Discussion
Our experimental results are shown in Table 1 and they have obtained both a maximum and a minimum (at about 60 and 35 mole % AgN03 , respectively) , while we get nearly the same increase of the thermoelectric power with increasing concentration of LiN03 , as was obtained by SINISTRI at about 340 °C. This is the case at least for the range 0 -90% LiN03 , while a comparison is more difficult for the remaining concentration range, where the concentration dependence becomes stronger, and the uncertainty in the determination of the concentration thus becomes more important. Our results are slightly (some 2 to 4%) lower than SINISTRI'S, corresponding to an increase of the thermoelectric power by about 0.05% per degree. A temperature dependence of this order of magnitude is in agreement with two of the previous investiga- Table 1 . 4 The numerical value of the thermoelectric power will be considered in the following discussion. tions of the thermoelectric power of pure molten silver nitrate. Thus SINISTRI 5 found that it increased about 0.025% per degree, and another set of measurements 8 shows a "slight but distinct trend with temperature", while there is no significant trend in the third series considered Measurements of the thermoelectric power of pure molten silver nitrate at four different laboratories are summarized in Table 2 . It is obvious that the reproducibility of the measurements within a laboratory is much better than between different laboratories. There are some differences between the different investigations regarding apparatus and experimental procedure. E. g. a type of "microelectrodes" were used in the last two French investigations, while wire electrodes were used in all other cases. Thermal decomposition of the salt might be suspected to influence some experiments n . Thus, e. g. while CONNAN et al. used fresh salt for each measurement, we often used the same salt filling several times, but when comparing the results of different series, we have not found any influence of the total time that the salt had been kept at an elevated temperature. Finally, it remains the possibility that the thermoelectric power might to some extent be influenced by impurities or other differences between the salt batches used in the different investigations, and at the present stage there is no obvious explanation of the deviations between the results of different investigations. The interpretation of this type of experiments has been discussed by the other authors.
